**Fotomovimento**

**Region:** Catalunya

**Organisation responsible:** Fotomovimento

**Period:** Since 2011

**Activity:** Fotomovimento is a platform created by a group of photographers that met in 15M demonstrations in Plaça Catalonia. Since then, they work together by sharing their photographies of social movemets, mobilization and different campaigns related to issues of social justice.

**Objectives**

Witnessing and spreading the social reality through images.

**Description**

All photographies taken by Fotomovimento photographers are available in their website. They have worked on different projects, portraying issues ranging from protests against austerities to the situation in Gaza.

**Beneficiaries**

Open to the public.

---

**GOAL 8: Raise alternative narratives in social media and traditional media**

121. Strategically support and get engaged in civil resistance and nonviolent movements advocating for social change in face of injustice or political violence and terror. Strengthening the legitimacy of nonviolent movements acting in violent conflicts seem to be the most effective strategy to confront injustice, transform conflicts and reinforce community resilience.

124. Promote alternative narratives that address the drivers of violent extremism, including ongoing human rights violations.